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We analyze the data of the Galileo dust detector system (DDS)
with respect to micrometer-sized dust grains in the inner jovian
system. The analysis of these data requires an in-depth modeling
because an exact determination of the orbits of individual particles
directly from the data is not possible. We find that a ring of prograde
particles with masses between 10−12 and 10−11 g is compatible with
the data. The number density in the region around Europa’s orbit
is at least 4× 10−13 cm−3. The strongest impacts observed, how-
ever, are caused by a smaller population of particles in the same
mass range but on retrograde orbits. These particles are probably
captured interplanetary or interstellar grains (J. E. Colwell et al.
1998, Science 280, 88). Possible sources for the prograde dust are
the Galilean satellites, especially Europa and Io. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: interplanetary dust; planetary rings, Jupiter; Jupiter,
magnetosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
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During several passages through the jovian system, the
detector system (DDS) (Gr¨un et al. 1992) onboard Galileo
recorded many dust impacts (Gr¨un et al. 1997). The data o
the DDS do not allow an exact determination of the impact
rection of each individual particle. The mean impact direct
of certain identifiable subgroups of particles, however, can
determined, and a range of allowable orbital parameters ca
assigned to each such subgroup.

With such methods, the so-called stream particles which
responsible for the vast majority of the dust impacts observe
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particles escape from the jovian system with very large ve
ities (Grün et al. 1997, 1998, Horanyiet al. 1997, Zooket al.
1997). Io has been suggested to be the source for these par
(Horanyi et al. 1993a,b) as recently could be confirmed fro
the Galileo data (Grapset al. 1999). In this paper we discus
the impact events of larger, about micrometer-sized, partic
Colwell et al. (1998) have shown that a number of these impa
cannot be explained by particles on prograde circular orb
They suggested a capture mechanism for interplanetary or i
stellar micrometer-sized particles in the jovian magnetosph
This mechanism provides orbits with low eccentricities and l
inclinations, and about 80% of them are retrograde.

However, at the time of these studies, only a very small num
of impacts onto the DDS had been available. Meanwhile, m
more large impact events have been recorded. The understa
of their nature can help in obtaining new information about
dust environment of Jupiter.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
discuss the data structure and the information contained the
and the geometry of the detection process. The third sec
describes the analysis of the data. Constraints on the dust d
bution around Jupiter are given in the fourth section. Finally
summarize our results.

2. DATA AND ORBITAL GEOMETRY

The DDS on Galileo is an impact ionization detector. A du
grain hitting the detector causes an ionization signal on
0019-1035/00 $35.00
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sensitive target. The signal amplitude depends on the mas
speed of the particle. From Earth-bound calibration experime
an empirical relation between the signal intensity (ioniza
chargeQ) and the massm of a grain and the impact speedv has
been obtained (Gr¨unet al. 1992, 1995a),

Q ∝ ma · vb, (1)

with the exponentsa≈ 1 andb≈ 3.5.
For convenience, the signal intensities have been class

into six amplitude ranges (AR), each of which correspo
roughly to one order of magnitude in impact charge. The ma
ity of impact signals are in the lowest amplitude range (AR= 1),
mostly caused by the stream particles mentioned above. In
paper, we consider only the stronger impacts with AR≥ 2. Nearly
all of them are in the amplitude ranges 2, 3, and 4; only v
few AR= 5 and AR= 6 impacts have been observed in the in
jovian system.

In addition, the impact events are separated into four qu
classes (CLN) (Gr¨un et al. 1992). CLN= 3 events have alway
been considered as real dust events (Gr¨un et al. 1995b, 1997
1998). In the inner jovian system, a number of CLN= 2 im-
pacts (and the majority of those in the two lowest quality clas
CLN= 1 and CLN= 0) are contaminated with noise (Gr¨unet al.
1997, Krügeret al. 1999a,b). Kr¨ugeret al. (1999b) showed tha
for impacts in AR= 1 the field of view and the effective detect
area for CLN= 2 differs from that of CLN= 3. Therefore, for
the investigation of the individual impact characteristics, we
our main attention on the CLN= 3 impacts. For statistical analy
sis, however, it is necessary to consider the CLN= 2 impacts too.

The detector rotates around an axis which usually points a

from Earth. The axis of the detector is tilted away from this spin

in jovia
le

ted
.

Galileo’s spin axis (Fig. 2, left). This means that particles with
to
axis by an angle of 60◦ (Krügeret al. 1999a; in previous literature

FIG. 1. (Left) Orbit of Galileo during the Callisto 3 (C3) encounter in a cartesian coordinate system with Jupiter in the origin. The lengths are givenn
radii. Earth is in the positivex direction. (Inset) The orientation of Galileo. Its spin axis points into the negativex direction (opposite to Earth). The rotation ang
ROT of Galileo is measured increasingly positive (seen from Earth), opposite to the direction of the spacecraft rotation. ROT= 0 is the direction closest to the
ecliptic North. The orientation of the sensor is displayed here for a rotation angle of 270◦. The sensor axis (dashed line) and the limits of the field of view (dot
lines) are plotted. (Right) Measured rotation angles of the dust events detected during this encounter as a function of time (in days of the year 1996)All events

φ= 0 impact from the direction of the spin axis (opposite
in the highest significancy class CLN= 3 are displayed. The dots denote im
impacts. The dotted vertical line denotes the time of Galileo’s perijove pass
SEN ET AL.
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an erroneous value of 55◦ has been used). The position of th
detector with respect to the spin axis, i.e., the so-called rota
angle ROT, is recorded for each impact. This value gives
only direction information recorded in the data. (Note that t
direction of increasing ROT is opposite to the spin direction
the spacecraft (Gr¨un et al. 1995b)). ROT= 0 is the direction
closest to the ecliptic North. Particles coming from close
the ecliptic plane will be detected either from ROT≈ 270◦ or
ROT= 90◦. Because it is not possible to determine from whe
in the 140◦ cone of the detector a particle impacts, there i
systematic uncertainty of±70◦ in the measured ROT values.

As an example, Galileo’s trajectory for the Callisto 3 (C
encounter is plotted in Fig. 1 (left). Earth is in the positivex
direction; the spin axis of Galileo points to the negativex direc-
tion (see the inset in Fig. 1, left). Galileo itself has a progra
eccentric orbit. Therefore, close to its perijove, its speed is lar
than for particles on circular Keplerian orbits.

In the right part of Fig. 1, the observed rotation angles of
particles recorded during the C3 encounter have been plotte
a function of time (in days of the year 1996). It is obvious th
the larger impacts (asterisks and crosses) have different ch
teristics in comparison with the weaker AR= 1 impacts (dots).
One typical effect is the shift of ROT for the stream particl
around day 309. Then the particles impact from the direction
the spin axis (anti-Earth direction, see below). At this time
direction of a stream is known directly from the measureme

Nearly all impacts have been detected from ROT= 270± 70◦

or ROT= 90± 70◦, i.e., from close to the ecliptic plane. There
fore we put our main attention on particles impacting from t
ecliptic plane and define there the impact angleφ as the angle
between the vector of relative speed of an impacting particle
pacts in the lowest amplitude range AR= 1, crosses AR= 2, and asterisks AR≥ 3
age.
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FIG. 2. Detection geometry. (Left) The impact angleφ is the angle between the vector of impact speed of a particle and Galileo’s spin axis (left) which p
away from Earth. The solid line shows the field of view for a rotation angle ROT= 270◦ and the dashed line for ROT= 90◦. The orientation is the same as in Fig. 1

(left). (Right) Effective sensitive area (in cm2) of the Galileo dust detector averaged over one rotation period of the spacecraft as a function of the absolute amount
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Earth). Note that this orientation does not depend on Galil
motion around Jupiter.

The relation between the observed rotation angle ROT
the impact angleφ is as follows: particles will be detected fro
ROT≈ 270◦ whenφ >0 (solid line in Fig. 2, left) and from
ROT≈ 90◦ for φ <0 (dashed line). With respect to Fig. 1 (lef
this means that particles with a negativey component of relative
speed haveφ >0, and vice versa. Particles impacting from clo
to the spin axis (|φ|< 10◦) can be observed from all rotatio
angles; particles impacting from|φ|> 130◦ are always out of
the field of view of the detector.

The relation betweenφ and the effective sensitive areaAS of
the detector is plotted in Fig. 2 (right). The total sensitive areaA0

of the detector is 1000 cm2. However, the effective area whic
is available for the detection of a particle is always smaller
to the rotation of the detector and the angle between the rel
velocity vector and the direction of orientation of the sensor

The maximum value ofAS (averaged over one rotation perio
is about 235 cm2 for |φ| ≈55◦ (Krügeret al. 1999b, see also
Grünet al. 1992). For smaller values of|φ|, AS reduces to abou
120 cm2 at φ= 0. For larger|φ|, AS decreases monotonous
down to zero for|φ| ≈130◦.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 3 displays the recorded large AR≥ 3 (asterisks; nearly
all of them are in the amplitude ranges 3 and 4) and AR= 2
(crosses) CLN= 3 impact events from the first 15 passages
Galileo through the inner jovian system. In these regions,
Galileo DDS data in the studied amplitude ranges can be
sidered to be complete, withouts gaps in the recording.

Obviously, the vast majority of impacts has been detec
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jovian radii,RJ. Further outside, the impact rate is much smalle
At the studied encounters, Galileo’s perijove distances were
tween 8.8 and 11RJ from Jupiter. Noin situ measurements of
the dust population further inside were possible.

There are several differences between the stronger and
strong impacts: Several AR= 2 but almost no AR≥ 3 impacts
have been observed more than 1 day before the perijove p
sages. The measured rotation angles ROT also show diffe
characteristics for AR≥ 3 and AR= 2 impacts, respectively:
after about 1 day after the perijove passages, nearly all AR≥ 3
impacts have ROT≈ 90◦. In contrast, the majority of the AR= 2
is observed from ROT≈ 270◦ at the same time. Before this time

FIG. 3. Measured rotation angles as a function of time for the AR= 2
(crosses) and AR≥ 3 (asterisks) CLN= 3 impacts from the first 15 passages
of Galileo through the inner jovian system (June 1996–May 1998). The time

20given in days from Galileo’s perijove passage.
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FIG. 4. Impact rates (events per day) versus time (in days) from Galil
closest encounters with the Galilean satellites for AR= 2 (dotted line) and
AR= 3 (solid line) impacts. The rates are calculated in 0.1-day intervals.
that the time scale here differs from that in the other images.

AR≥ 3 as well as AR= 2 impacts have ROT≈ 270◦, except for
a fraction of AR= 2 recorded from smaller rotation angles clo
to Galileo’s perijove passages. We will discuss these effects

There is another observable difference between these
groups: Nearly all passages of Galileo include a close enco
with one of the Galilean satellites. Such satellites can be
pected to be a source of dust (Kr¨ugeret al. 1999c). This leads t
an increased dust concentration inside their Hill spheres as
in Fig. 4. The impact rates of the AR= 2 events (dashed line
show a strong increase close to the encounters with the M
Only a weak increase can be observed for AR≥ 3 events (solid
line).
Almost one-third of the AR= 2 impacts have been recorded

ca

then retrograde ones to cause impact signals of the same inten-

in the close vicinity of the Galilean satellites within 1 h of the

FIG. 5. Conditions for the observation of particles on prograde (dashed lines) and on retrograde (solid lines) circular orbits at the Callisto 3 encounterlculated
as a function of time (in days) from Galileo’s perijove passage. (Left) impact velocities; (middle) impact signal intensities for particles with masses of 10−12 g. The

sity.
dotted lines separate the different amplitude ranges. (Right) Impact anglesφ with
with the shift in the measured rotation angles.
USEN ET AL.
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closest encounter with the Moon. We exclude these events
our further considerations.

As pointed out above, an exact determination of the im
direction and, thus, the orbit of a particle is not possible from
data. Therefore, it is necessary to model particles on diffe
possible orbits and to study how they would be observed
the Galileo dust detector in comparison with the measured
Because only large particles with sizes in the order of 1µm are
discussed here, it is possible to assume for these observa
conditions that the particles have nearly Keplerian orbits.

Circular Orbits

First we consider circular orbits in the equatorial pla
Figure 5 displays the evolution of the relative speedv (left),
the signal intensity (middle), and the impact angleφ (right) for
particles on retrograde (solid lines) and prograde (dashed l
circular orbits as a function of time from Galileo’s perijove.
this example, we used the orbital data of the C3 encount
Galileo.

Close to perijove passage, the impact velocities are a
three times higher for retrograde than for prograde partic
This has several consequences for the detection of dust
measured signal intensity is very sensitive to the impact ve
ity (Eq. (1)). Therefore, retrograde particles cause impact sig
between one and more than two orders of magnitude stro
than those of prograde impactors of the same mass. This e
gives a distinct separation of prograde and retrograde par
with the same mass. For instance, prograde particles with a
of 10−12 g (typical for micrometer-sized grains) cause impa
in the amplitude ranges AR= 1 and AR= 2, retrograde of the
same mass in AR= 3 or AR= 4 (Fig 5, middle). In other words
prograde impactors must have a mass orders of magnitude h
respect to Galileo’s spin axis. The dotted line denotesφ= 0, which is connected
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The impact angles for prograde and retrograde particles
follow different characteristics (Fig. 5, right). For prograde p
ticles,φ is always positive; for retrograde particles, howeverφ

becomes negative after Galileo’s perijove passage. This m
that the rotation angle for the observation of retrograde parti
then shifts from 270◦ to 90◦. (A short time before and after thi
shift, retrograde particles can be observed from all rotation
gles.) Thus, the criteria for the separation between prograde
retrograde particles are:

• Retrograde particles can be detected only from a short
before Galileo’s perijove passages. They cannot be obse
earlier. A shift in the rotation angle for their detection tak
place a certain time after Galileo’s perijove passages.
• Prograde particles are observable during the whole tim

the encounter. No shift in the rotation angle can be observe
particles on prograde circular orbits.

This is studied in Fig. 6. The observed rotation angles of all la
dust impact events from the first 15 encounters of Galileo
plotted. Here, the timet = 0 refers to the calculated time of sh
of the rotation angle (i.e.,φ= 0, see Fig. 5, right) for retrograd
particles for each encounter. Depending on the geometry o
orbits, Galileo’s perijove passages take place betweent ≈−0.5
days andt ≈−2. We will discuss this in detail below.

Nearly all of the observed AR≥ 3 events (Fig. 6, top) are i
agreement with the characteristics expected for retrograde
ion
tion angle

and
ticles. The weaker AR= 2 impacts (bottom), however, have a

FIG. 6. Measured rotation angles for CLN= 3 impacts in the amplitude ranges AR> 3 (asterisks, top) and AR= 2 (crosses, bottom), respectively, as a funct
of time (in days).t = 0 is the calculated time of shift of the rotation angles for the observation of retrograde particles. The dashed lines denote the rota

respect to prograde particles. Relative velocities (top left)
range under which retrograde particles (top) and prograde particles (bottom
AND THE GALILEO DDS 93
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different characteristic. The majority of them come from 27◦

also for t > 0. This is expected for prograde particles. A fe
AR= 2 events have been detected for ROT≈ 90◦ but close to
the perijove passages, i.e., before the ROT shift for the ob
vation of retrograde particles. This is not expected for partic
on prograde circular or on retrograde orbits. Nearly all of th
impacts had been observed at earlier encounters of Galile
order to understand this effect, we have to study particles
eccentric orbits.

Eccentric Orbits

For particles on eccentric or inclined orbits, the observatio
conditions may be different. It is obvious that the influence
deviations from a purely circular motion on impact directio
and velocities is largest when the relative velocities with
spect to Galileo are smallest. As we discussed above, th
the case for prograde particles detected around the perijove
sages of Galileo. Figure 7 illustrates this. Impact velocities (t
and impact angles (bottom) are computed for particles on
rograde (left) and prograde (middle and right) eccentric or
in the ecliptic plane. Their semimajor axes and eccentrici
are randomly chosen within the ranges of 4RJ≤a≤ 20RJ and
0≤ e≤ 0.6, respectively. The solid lines denote impact velo
ties and impact angles for particles on circular orbits.

The influence of eccentricities on retrograde orbits (Fig
left) is small because of the much higher impact velocities w
), respectively, on circular orbits in the ecliptic plane can be observed.
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FIG. 7. Detection of particles on retrograde (left) and prograde (middle and right) eccentric orbits. The calculated impact velocities (in km/s) (top) ampact
anglesφ (in degrees; bottom) are displayed as a function of time in days from Galileo’s perijove passage. The dots denote the impacts of single pa
semimajor axes randomly chosen from between 4 and 20 jovian radii and eccentricities between 0 and 0.6. As a comparison, the solid line displays tection

conditions for particles on circular orbits. Angles and velocities have been calculated for the orbit of Galileo during the C3 encounter (left, retrograde; middle,
prograde particles), and for prograde particles also for the J13 encounter (right).
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impact angles (bottom left) differ only slightly between pa
ticles on circular and eccentric retrograde orbits. In contr
eccentricities influence the detection of prograde particles
nificantly (Fig. 7, middle and right). The relative velocities (to
middle and right) of eccentric particles are on average so
what higher than for particles on circular orbits, but the m
characteristics are similar. Close to Galileo’s perijove pass
the impact angles (bottom middle and right) differ significan
from those expected for circular orbits. Particles on the outw
directed part of their eccentric orbits impact from angles up
60◦ smaller than particles on circular orbits. The opposite eff
can be observed for particles on the inward parts of their orb

These effects are the same for the early encounters (mi
panels, C3) as well as for later encounters (right panels, J
However, the consequences for the detection of particles
different. For particles on the outward part of their orbits th
might beφ <0 at early encounters; i.e., they will be detect

from ROT≈ 90◦. This, indeed, is observed in the data! The
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are some AR= 2 impacts (see Fig. 6) detected from ROT≈ 90◦

close to the time of Galileo’s perijove passages. Nearly al
these events have been observed during the early encou
of Galileo. This is in agreement with the simulations: At lat
encounters (see Fig. 2)φ is larger, and it is alwaysφ >0. On
the other hand,φ for particles on the inward part of their motio
is so large that they might be out of the field of view or impa
from a direction where the effective sensitive area of the dete
is rather small. This would lead to lower detection rates at la
encounters (see below).

Inclinations of the orbits of the particles would lead to
observation from slightly different rotation angles. Howev
due to the uncertainty of each measurement of ROT of±70◦,
mostly only a broadening of the distribution of the measu
ROT values can be an indicator for orbital inclinations. Althou
some impacts might be caused by particles on inclined orb
this effect could not be studied in detail due to the small amo
reof available data.
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DUST AROUND JUPITER

FIG. 8. Long-term evolution of the impact angleφ for particles on prograde
circular orbits. The thick sections denote the passages through the inner
system within 3 days around Galileo’s perijove passages. Some encounte
labeled in the image.

Influence of Changes in the Encounter Geometry

As mentioned above, the orbits of Galileo differ from e
counter to encounter. The main effect of importance here is
rotation of the pericenter angle of Galileo with respect to Ea
as a consequence of the orbital motion of Jupiter. This influen
the observational conditions.

Figure 8 displays the evolution of the impact angle for p
ticles on prograde circular orbits for the first 25 encounters
Galileo.φ >0 is always given. Such particles will always b
detected from ROT≈ 270◦. However,φ increases on averag
from encounter to encounter. Due to the lower effective se
tive area (Fig. 2) a smaller number of prograde particles wo
be detected for later encounters than for earlier ones assu
a constant flux.

The characteristic properties for the detection of retrogr
particles are the time when they first enter the field of view
the time of the shift of the rotation angle. These values h
been plotted in Fig. 9. At later encounters, trajectories initia
enter the field of view later. This means that at later encoun
the number of observable retrograde particles decreases.
the time after Galileo’s perijove passage when the rotation a
shifts increases. The majority of the particles will be obser
from ROT≈ 270◦, the same angle as for prograde particles.

There are very few particles which do not follow the abo
characteristics. Of course, some particles observed by Ga
might have other than prograde or retrograde bound orbits ar
Jupiter.

4. DISTRIBUTION OF DUST

The question remains as to how the observed dust in the jo
system is distributed. It is possible to estimate radial density

files from the data: The impact rate dN/dt recorded by Galileo
AND THE GALILEO DDS 95
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from particles from a given population is proportional to the
number densityn and the relation between both quantities i
given by

dN

dt
= n · v · AS(φ), (2)

with v being the magnitude of the relative speed andAS(φ)
the effective area of the detector as a function of the impa
angleφ (see Fig. 2); andφ andv depend on the orbital geometry
of Galileo.

Figure 10 (left) provides the calculated relative efficienc
(which is proportional to the effective sensitive areaAS(φ) and
to the relative velocityv) for a dust population on circular retro-
grade orbits (solid line) compared to that of a prograde circu
population (dashed line) for two different encounters, the C
and the J13 encounter.

For prograde particles, the efficiency shows only a small tim
variability. A small drop around the perijove resulting from th
reduced relative velocities is observable. In contrast, the e
ciency for retrograde particles is zero when the particles impa
from out of the field of view until some days before the per
jove and shows a strong increase afterward. Around perijove
is about four times larger than that for prograde particles. Th
is valid for the early (C3 encounter, top left) as well as for late
encounters (J13, bottom left).

In the middle row, the observed total impact rates from the fir
15 encounters of Galileo are plotted as a function of time fro
the perijove passages. Up to now, we have considered even
the highest quality class CLN= 3 only in order to ensure that we
analyze real dust impacts. However, the majority of the CLN= 2

FIG. 9. Long-term evolution of the conditions of detection of retrograd
particles. The lines display the time (in days) from Galileo’s perijove passa
when the impact angleφ for particles on retrograde circular orbits becomes: 0◦
(asterisks, solid line), i.e., the time of shift of the rotation angle for observatio
55◦ (triangles, dotted line), the angle when the effective sensitive area of
detector is highest; and 130◦ (crosses, dashed line) when the particles impa

first inside the field of view of the detector.
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FIG. 10. (Left) Calculated relative efficiency of Galileo (in arbitrary units) for the detection of prograde (dashed line) and retrograde (solid line) parles as
a function of time (in days from Galileo’s perijove passage). (Top) C3; (bottom) J13. (Middle) measured impact rates per day as a function of time in ds from
Galileo’s perijove passages. The solid line denotes AR≥ 3, the dashed line AR= 2 impacts. The rates are moving averages over 1 day, averaged for the fir
encounters of Galileo. (Top) Class 3 events only, (bottom) class 2 and 3 impacts. (Right) Radial density profiles (number density as a function of distnce from

Jupiter) estimated from the observed impact rates and the calculated efficiency for the first 15 encounters of Galileo. The retrograde population is marked with a
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solid and the prograde with a dashed line. (Top) Densities obtained only fr

events are also “real” dust events (Kr¨ugeret al. 1999b), so that it
is necessary to take them into account for statistical purposes
compare the rates taken from only the CLN= 3 events (middle
row, top panel) with that from CLN= 2 and CLN= 3 together
(bottom panel) for the AR= 2 (dashed line) and the AR≥ 3
impact events (solid line). In both cases, the plotted rates
1-day averages.

The impact rates for the AR≥ 3 impacts are roughly in the
same order of magnitude as for the AR= 2 ones. In Fig. 10
(right) we show the density profiles obtained from the calcula
efficiency and the observed impact rates. Because of the fac
retrograde particles come into the field of view only a short ti
before Galileo’s passages, we calculated the densities fo
retrograde population from the impacts recorded after Galile
perijove passages only. The density for the prograde popula
is averaged from the rates before and after perijove. Beside
rates, the radial positions of Galileo have also been averag

the same interval.
m class 3, (bottom) class 2 and 3 impact events.
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The density of prograde particles significantly exceeds t
of the retrograde ones. Beside this, there is a density incre
with smaller distance from Jupiter for prograde particles. F
retrograde particles this increase stops within about 15RJ.

We obtain density maxima of the order of 4× 10−13 cm−3 for
prograde and 1× 10−13 cm−3 for retrograde particles. The den
sity profile inside 9RJ cannot be obtained from thesein situmea-
surements. Especially for prograde particles, the number den
might be still much higher inside 9RJ. At Galileo’s very first ap-
proach to the inner jovian system (Io encounter) its pericen
had been close to Io’s orbit and several dust impacts had b
recorded inside 9RJ. For several technical reasons (change
the sensitivity threshold of the detector during this fly-by; g
in the observed data), these data are not suitable for a de
analysis.

The density profile of prograde particles obtained here i
lower estimate. A number of prograde particles in the stud

mass range would cause impacts only in the lowest amplitude
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range AR= 1 (see Fig. 5, middle). These impacts could not
studied for two reasons: they are not recorded completely by
Galileo DDS (unlike for AR≥ 2 impacts, a complete data set
available for only about 1/10th of the AR= 1 impacts). Beside
this, the AR= 1 events are so dominated by the stream parti
that it is mostly impossible to separate impacts resulting fr
other sources.

Therefore, we cannot give a lower limit for the mass of p
grade particles from the observation. However, an upper l
can be estimated. As pointed out above, impacts of prog
particles can be clearly separated from retrograde ones b
measured rotation angles in the late stages of each enco
Almost no AR≥ 3 impacts follow the characteristics of pr
grade impactors at this time. While this might be slightly skew
by particles on eccentric orbits, we can estimate that at l
the majority of prograde particles is not larger than ab
10−11 g, and, vice versa, the majority of retrograde partic
is not smaller than about 10−12 g. The rareness of impacts
the highest amplitude ranges 5 and 6 leads to the conclu
that 10−11 g would be a good estimate for the upper limit
the mass of the most of the retrograde particles, too. Th
in good accordance with particles sizes of 1µm or something
less deduced by Colwellet al. (1998) from the capture mecha
nism.

The question for the sources of the dust grains remains.
retrograde particles, our estimates confirm the results from
capturing theory of Colwellet al. (1998). A possible source fo
prograde particles are the Galilean satellites. Many particles
been observed in their close vicinity (Gr¨un et al. 1997, Krüger
et al. 1999c). However, we do not observe significant den
enhancements close to the orbits of Ganymede and Ca
away from the satellites itself. Therefore, the main sources c
be the inner Galilean satellites Europa and Io (A. V. Kriv
pers. commun.). Information about the dust population ins
Europa’s orbit would help to solve the question for the ori
of the observed dust. Future encounters, when Galileo will
close to Jupiter, will help to give information about this regio
Unfortunately, the conditions for the observation of prograde
well as of retrograde particles become worse than at prev
encounters (see Figs. 8 and 9).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed the data of the Galileo
detector for large, micrometer-sized dust grains. We found
there exists two different populations of such large particles. T
is indicated by several differences in the observation of imp
in the largest AR≥ 3 and the somewhat weaker AR= 2 ampli-
tude ranges. We identified the largest AR≥ 3 events to be mostly
caused by particles on retrograde orbits, the weaker AR= 2 by
particles on prograde orbits. These conclusions partially de
from the expectation that retrograde particles would cause a
two orders of magnitude stronger impacts than prograde on

the same mass.
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The motion of Galileo itself significantly influences the d
tection process. For a given density, prograde particles wo
cause not only weaker but also fewer impacts than retrogr
particles do. From the observations, we found that the num
density of the prograde population exceeds that of the retrog
ones by at least a factor of four.

While we could confirm the order of magnitude of the dens
of the retrograde population proposed by Colwellet al. (1998),
other sources, like the inner Galilean satellites Io and Euro
must be taken into account to explain the prograde populati

A number of micrometer-sized dust particles has been
served in the close vicinity of the Galilean satellites. A numb
of particles may be fast enough to overcome the Hill sphere
the satellites. These particles could form the dust population
served by Galileo. Because of the inward increasing density
main sources of dust could be the inner two Galilean satelli
At future encounters of Galileo, the pericenter will be signi
cantly closer to Jupiter than at previous ones. Therefore, d
from these encounters may help explain the question for
origin of the dust.
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